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his personality, that there will be an intercommunication between the two personalities.

We expect any personality to be able to reveal himself. If it's scientific, however,

to get information, seek information through revelation, must we not get all our information

on all subjects from actual observation, from actual inductive study. This is a view

which would not stand the test of examination. There is no one of us who has secured

the smallest, more than a comparatively small fraction of his knowledge from his own

personal inductive study and observation. In every science, every worker in it( has

secured at least nine-tenths of what he knows by revelation from other personalities.

Others communicate to us ideas, conclusions, data and we build upon these data. We

are used to the idea of revelation in ordinary life because we are constantly receiving

communication and we would make little progress in any field of sty without them.

RecenI visited the Mount Wilson Observatory in California. There I saw a

telescope trained upon the sun. I was told that with this telescope pictures are taken

every few minutes of the sun all day long. These pictures are studied in order that the

sun may be studied and it may be told just what its situation is from time t94ime.

)Great storms that occur on the sun, tremendous changes, mighty upheavals are examined

from time to tbne on the basis of these pictures. but these pictures are not enough.

Other pl/ telescopes stationed at various places around the world are taking pictures

of the sun when they are facing in that direction. So that there is a series of pictures

brought together fronll over the world, in order to give a continuous record of the sun

throughout the 24 hours. If one were restricted to what he could see of the sun from

any one point in the world, his information would be insufficient to get a full picture

of the story of the sun.

If a group of scientists were to stand oihe shores of the PAcific Ocean and

look over across toward China, and to try to tell us something about the country there,

what kind of a land it is, what kind of peop'e live there, is there after all any land there
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